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Abstract—Fast chirp FMCW modulation with code division
multiple access (CDMA) for multiple input multiple output
(MIMO) radar is a commonly used technique for automotive
radar, since it efficiently provides high range and angel resolution,
as well as a long detection range. However, the ambiguity function
of the fast chirp FMCW CDMA MIMO radar has high side-lobes
in the Doppler domain, which degrade the detection performance
in the case of multiple targets at similar range. In this paper,
we consider the case of multiple targets that overlap in range,
but during a detection interval their range difference migrates
proportionally to the Doppler frequency difference between them.
We derive an analytical expression for the ambiguity function in
this case. From the analytical expression we obtain insight that
high detection performance is achieved when the code attenuates
the ambiguity function side-lobes inversely proportional to the
Doppler frequency difference from the main-lobe. Therefore, we
design a code sequence and FMCW chirp transmission times
that jointly achieve this objective, and show the performance ad-
vantage in the probability of detection of the proposed approach
compared to other reference methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Automotive radar is a key sensor for autonomous driving
due to its long detection range [1]. Multiple input multiple
output (MIMO) radar is an efficient method for obtaining high
angular resolution with a relatively small number of antennas
[2]. MIMO radar requires separating between multiple antenna
transmissions at the receive antennas, which can be achieved
with code division multiple access (CDMA). In CDMA, all the
antennas transmit simultaneously separate coding sequences
that enable to separate them at the receiver [3].

Fast chirp FMCW is widely used transmission waveform
for automotive radar [4] since it enables to transmit a wide
RF bandwidth that provides high range resolution, with small
base-band bandwidth. The common approach in automotive
radar for combining CDMA with fast chirp FMCW is inter-
chirp coding, where each chirp is multiplied with a separate
code symbol [5]. Inter-chirp coding provides significantly
lower side-lobes in the ambiguity function along the range
domain compared intra-chirp coding [6], which is essentially
in the automotive scenario because there is often a large
difference in the received power between close and far objects.

The advantage of CDMA is that it has high emission
power due to simultaneous transmissions without redundancy
in frequency bandwidth. Its disadvantage is high side-lobes
in the radar’s ambiguity function, in particular in the Doppler
domain. The ambiguity function of the radar is the match filter
output for a point target over hypotheses of range, Doppler and
angle [7]. The automotive radar scenarios typically include
many objects, and hence the match filter output is a superpo-
sition of the ambiguity functions from all the reflection points.

Therefore, high side-lobes in the ambiguity function degrade
the detection performance of the radar.

In CDMA MIMO the ambiguity function main-lobe to side-
lobe ratio depends on the CDMA code. Gold codes and other
codes [6]-[9] obtain low correlation between code sequences
with a delay shift, but do not have low correlation between
code sequences when there is a Doppler frequency shift.
Hence these codes are good codes for direct-sequence spread
spectrum pulse-modulated continuous wave (PMCW) radar
[10] but are less suited for fast chirp FMCW radars with inter-
chirp coding.

Chen and Vaidyanathan [11] have formulated the signal to
interference ratio (SINR) as a function of the extended target
and clutter statistics, and optimized the MIMO radar code to
minimize the SINR. This approach is less applicable for the
automotive radar since there are many different targets and
clutter scenarios, thus they are difficult to model.

Repetitions of a short Hadamard code sequence or DDMA
coding result in grating lobes in the Doppler domain of
the ambiguity function that cause severe Doppler ambiguity
issues [3],[12]. On the other hand, long orthogonal codes,
dithered DDMA codes, and also long pseudo random codes,
such as maximum length sequences (M-sequences) [13]-[15],
eliminate the grating lobes, and have a relatively flat side-
lobes across the Doppler spectrum, with a peak to side-lobe
ratio that is equal to the code sequence length.

Prior MIMO radar code design methods have considered
the ambiguity function over a short coherent frame duration,
in which targets ranges are fixed, and hence masking between
targets at the same range is eternally. However, in automotive
applications, the duration for target detection, referred to
as detection interval, is longer than the coherent processing
interval, and typically includes detection from a series of
frames. During the detection interval the difference between
the targets ranges migrates proportionally to the Doppler
difference between them. Targets with large Doppler difference
will overlap in range for only a short time during the detection
interval. Hence targets with large Doppler difference interfere
each other less then targets with small Doppler difference.

In this paper, we derive an analytical expression for the
ambiguity function taking into account the range migration
during the detection interval. We show that the side-lobes
of this ambiguity function are minimized when the code
and chirps timing are designed to attenuates the side-lobes
at Doppler frequencies that are near the main-lobe, at the
expense of increasing the side-lobes at frequencies that are
far from the main-lobe. The reason is that targets with small
Doppler difference have a small velocity difference, and
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hence when they are at close range they will be masking
each other for a longer duration than targets that have large
Doppler differences. We introduce a code and chirp timing
design method that achieves this objective and demonstrate
its detection performance advantage compared to reference
methods in the case of multiple targets.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

The radar system considered in this paper has NTx transmit
antennas, and each antenna transmits M chirps, where each
chirp is multiplied with a code symbol. The transmitted signal
from the lth transmit antenna can be expressed by

xl(t) =
M−1∑
m=0

clmu(t− Tm), (1)

where u(t) is a chirp signal given by

u(t) =

{
sin(2πfct+ 2παt2) 0 ≤ t ≤ Tu

0 otherwise

}
, (2)

fc is the carrier frequency, α is the chirp slope, Tu is the chirp
duration, Tm is the transmission time of the mth chirp, and
cli is the ith code symbol from the lth transmitter. The code
symbols from all the transmit antennas are represented by a
code matrix with dimension NTx ×M , which is given by

C =

 c00 c01 .. c0M−1

: : ... :

cNTx−1
0 cNTx−1

1 .. cNTx−1
M−1

 . (3)

The reflected signal is received at NRx radar antennas, and
then standard FMCW MIMO radar match filter processing
is applied [2], as follows. The received signal from each
antenna is multiplied with a reference transmitted chirp signal,
resulting in a down-converted chirp signal. Then, range stretch
processing is applied by discrete Fourier transform (DFT) per
chirp, followed by dot product with the code sequence of
each transmitter, Doppler DFT along chirps, and beamforming.
Finally, detection points are obtained by a constant false alarm
rate (CFAR) algorithm [16] operating on the beamforming
output.

Let TD be the maximal allowed time interval for detecting
a target, referred to as the detection interval. In this paper,
we consider the worst case in terms of the probability of
detection, which is illustrated in Fig. 1. In this case, multiple
targets overlap in range at the middle of the detection interval.
The ranges of the targets migrate during the detection interval
proportionally to their Doppler frequency. In the worst case
conditions the maximal range difference between the target is
at the detection interval edges (after duration of TD/2 from
when the targets overlap), and is given by

r0 − r =
ε

2fc
(f0 − f)

TD
2

=
λTD(f0 − f)

4
, (4)

where ε denotes the speed of light, λ is the wavelength, and
r0 − r, f0 − f are the range and Doppler differences between
targets, respectively. This is the worst case, since any other
time in which the targets ranges overlap during the detection
interval, would result in larger range difference than (4) in one
of the detection interval edges then.

Range

Time

Target 1, with 

Doppler 

Targets at the same 

range at the middle of 

the detection interval

maximal range 

difference 

between targets

4 4

Target 2, with 

Doppler 

Detection interval -

4

Fig. 1: Worst case in terms of the detection interval.

The best detection conditions in the worst case scenario
are at the interval edges of Fig. 1, because there the range
difference between the targets is maximal. Therefore, we
approximate the detection performance over the entire interval
in Fig. 1 by the performance at the edges of the interval,
where the range difference between the targets is given in
(4). The problem at hand is finding a code, C, and fast chirp
FMCW transmission times, T0, T1, .., TM−1, that achieve high
probability of detection with low probability of false alarm,
when the range difference between the targets is given by (4).

III. CODE AND CHIPS TIMING DESIGN

In the case of multiple targets the detection performance of
a radar improves as the peak to side-lobe ratio of its ambiguity
function increases [7]. The radar’s ambiguity function is
the match filter output for single point target [7], i.e., the
beamforming output in the case of a single point reflector.
For a point target at Doppler, angle, and range f0, θ0, r0,
respectively, the ambiguity function value at the Doppler, angle
and range hypotheses, f, θ, r, respectively, can be expressed
by

J̃(θ, f, r, θ0, f0, r0) =
∣∣∣γ(θ, f, θ0, f0)

∣∣∣2∣∣∣s(r0 − r)
∣∣∣2, (5)

where

s(r0 − r) =

L−1∑
n=0

ej2πα(r0−r)Ts/ε, (6)

is the range processing DFT output at range hypothesis r,

γ(θ, f, θ0, f0) = vec (Y (θ, f)))
H

vec (Y (θ0, f0)) , (7)

is the Doppler DFT and beamforming output at f, θ respec-
tively, where vec(·) is column-wise vectorization,

Y (θ, f) = aRx(θ)aTTx(θ)CD(f), (8)

is the received coded symbols at the NRx antennas,

D(f) = diag
{

1, ej2πfT0 , ej2πf2T1 , ..., ej2πf(M−1)TM−1
}
,
(9)

is a diagonal matrix with the Doppler frequency shift,
and aRx(θ), aTx(θ) are the receive and transmit array re-
sponses to angle θ, respectively. The ambiguity function,
J̃(θ, f, r, θ0, f0, r0), has a main lobe when the hypotheses
θ, f, r are close to the target parameters θ0, f0, r0, and has
side-lobes for other values of θ, f, r.
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As mentioned in Section II, we approximate the detection
performance over the entire detection interval by considering
the detection at the frame edges of the worst case scenario
depicted in Fig. 1. At the frame edges the range difference
between the targets is given in (4). By substituting (4) into
(6), and then the result into (5), we obtain that the ambiguity
function at the edge of the detection interval of Fig. 1 is given
by

J(θ, f, θ0, f0) =
∣∣∣γ(θ, f, θ0, f0)

∣∣∣2∣∣∣s (λ(f0 − f)TD/4)
∣∣∣2.

(10)
Making use of the cyclic shift invariant property of the Trace

operator, and that D(f0)D(−f) = D(f0−f), we can express∣∣∣γ(θ, f, θ0, f0)
∣∣∣2 = Tr

{
Y H(θ, f)Y (θ0, f0)

}
=

Tr
{
D(−f)CHa∗Tx(θ)aHRx(θ)aRx(θ0)aTTx(θ0)CD(f0)

}
=

aHRx(θ)aRx(θ0)aTTx(θ0)CD(f0 − f)CHa∗Tx(θ), (11)

Then, by substituting (11) into (10) we obtain that

J(θ, f, θ0, f0) = g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C)ω(θ, θ0, f̃), (12)

where

g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) =
∣∣∣aTTx(θ0)CD(−f̃)CHa∗Tx(θ)

∣∣∣2 =∣∣∣∣∣
M−1∑
m=0

r̃me
−j2πf̃Tm

∣∣∣∣∣
2

, (13)

ω(θ, θ0, f̃) =
∣∣∣aHRx(θ)aRx(θ0)

∣∣∣2∣∣∣s(−λf̃TD/4)
∣∣∣2, (14)

f̃ = f − f0, r̃m is the mth element of vector r̃ that is given
by

r̃ = aHTx(θ)C. ∗ aTTx(θ0)C, (15)

and .∗ denotes an element wise product (dot-product) opera-
tion.

In the case of multiple targets, the match filter output is a
superposition of the ambiguity function centered around each
target parameters, hence the ambiguity function side-lobes of
one target are interfering the detection of another target. The
detection performance is mainly dominated by the level of the
maximal side-lobe of the ambiguity function. Therefore, high
detection performance is achieved when the signal to side-lobe
interference ratio (SIR) is maximized with respect to the code,
C, and the chirps transmission times T 0, .., TM−1, where

SIR =
J(θ = θ0, f = f0, θ0, f0)

maxθ,f∈Ω J(θ, f, θ0, f0)
, (16)

and Ω is the Doppler frequencies and angles of the ambiguity
function side-lobes.

In order to obtain the same SIR for all target angles, θ0,
the code needs to attain the same ambiguity function main-
lobe energy for all target angles. The only set of codes that
meets the isometric main-lobe energy constraint, is the set of
orthogonal codes [17]. Orthogonal codes have the property
that

CCH = INTx
, (17)

where INTx
is the identity matrix with dimension NTx×NTx.

Maximizing the SIR in (16) with respect to a code, C,
that satisfies (17), and the chirps timings T0, .., TM−1, is a
non-convex optimization problem. We have applied numerical
optimization techniques for solving this problem, however,
they have yield poor performance. Therefore, our solution
approach is to design a code and chirp timing pattern that
achieves relatively high SIR, based on insights from the
ambiguity function expressions (12)-(15). Although this ap-
proach does not necessarily achieve the maximal SIR, the
results presented in Section IV, show that it achieves superior
detection performance over reference methods.

It can be realized from (12), that the ambiguity function
is a multiplication of two non-negative terms. The first term,
g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C), depends on the code and the chirps transmission
times, and is equal to the Fourier transform of vector r̃ at
frequency f̃ . The second term, ω(θ, θ0, f̃), is independent of
the code and chirp timing, and is a function of the range match
filtering (range DFT output), s(−λf̃TD/4), which is a Sinc
function that decays with the increase in the frequency, f̃ .
Due to Parseval theorem, the total energy of Fourier transform
of r̃ is constant. Hence, the side-lobes in J(θ, f, θ0, f0) will
be minimized when g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) is inversely proportional to
the function, ω(θ, θ0, f̃). Since ω(θ, θ0, f̃) decays with the
frequency, f̃ , high SIR is attained when the Fourier spectrum
of r̃ has smaller energy at lower frequencies than at higher
frequencies.

Intuitively, this can be explained as follows. Doppler fre-
quencies that are close to the ambiguity function main-lobe
correspond to cases that migration in range difference of
interfering targets is small and targets are overlapping in range
during the entire detection interval. For higher Doppler fre-
quencies with larger migration, targets are separated in range
at some point in the detection interval. Hence, attenuating
the side-lobes at frequencies closer to the main-lobe is more
important than at frequencies far from the main-lobe.

Based on the insight above, we propose a code that is
constructed from repetitions of a short primal orthogonal
code with length NTx, and has linearly increasing chirp
transmission time spacing. Next, we will show that this design
choice yield a Fourier spectrum of r̃ with desired small energy
at low frequencies and larger energy at higher frequencies, and
as a results achieves high SIR and good detection performance.

Let C̃ be a short orthogonal code matrix (referred to as
primal code) with dimension NTx×Q, where Q ≥ NTx. The
proposed code has M/Q repetitions of code C̃, which can be
expressed by

C =
[
C̃ C̃ ... C̃

]
. (18)

Since C̃ is orthogonal, then the code in (18) is also orthogonal.
For any code of type (18), the vector r̃ is composed M/Q
repetitions of the sequence of Q elements r̃0, r̃1, .., r̃Q−1. The
Fourier transform of the vector r̃ in this case has high energy
peaks in the frequencies that are integer multiplications of
the inverse of the short primal code duration (duration of Q
symbols). Therefore, as the primal short code length reduces,
the energy of r̃ is concentrated at higher frequencies in the
Fourier spectrum, as desired. The shortest orthogonal code
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length is when Q = NTx, and in this case, when the chirps
transmission times are uniformly spaced by δ, the vector r̃ will
have energy concentrated at frequencies k/(NTxδ), where k
is an integer.

Fig. 2 shows an example of the ambiguity function, J(θ =
θ0, f, θ0 = 0, f0 = 0), as a function of f , for the case of four
transmit antennas, and a code that is composed of 32 repeti-
tions of a Hadamard code of length four. The transmission time
difference between chirp symbols (i.e. the symbol duration
time) was, δ = 100−6s. The figure also shows the functions
g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) and ω(θ, θ0, f̃) for this case. It is observed,
that the function g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) has side-lobes at frequencies
replicas of 1/(4 ∗ 100−6) = 2500Hz, and that these side-
lobes are attenuated by the function ω(θ, θ0, f̃). Therefore,
the side-lobes of J(θ, θ0, f̃) are relatively low. Nevertheless,
there are still remaining ambiguity function side-lobes peaks
at frequencies k × 2500, where k is an integer.

In order to further reduce the ambiguity function side-lobes
at frequencies k/(NTxδ), we proposed to linearly increase the
time difference between transmitted chirps, such that the mth

chirp transmission time is given by

Tm = Tm−1 + δ +m∆ = mδ +

m∑
n=0

n∆, (19)

where T0 = 0, and ∆ is the incremental time step between
chirps. As the chirps spacing increases linearly, the side-
lobe peaks at frequencies k/(NTxδ) are attenuated and their
energy is spread over the Doppler frequency band 1/(NTxδ) :
1/(NTx(δ +M∆)), where δ is the minimal spacing between
chirps (at the beginning of the code sequence), and δ +M∆
is the maximal spacing between chirps (at the end of the code
sequence).

Fig. 3 shows the term g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) of the ambiguity
function for the same code as in Fig. 2, with uniform spacing
of δ = 100µs and with two different linearly increasing chirp
spacing values of ∆. It is observed that the side-lobes peaks
in function g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) are reduced and spread over a wider
frequency band as ∆ increases.

Determining ∆ is a trade-off between two factors that
contribute to the SIR. On the one hand, increasing ∆ attenuates
the energy peaks of g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C), which in turn, reduces
the ambiguity function side-lobes and thus reduces the SIR.
However, on the other hand, as ∆ increases the energy of
g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) at k/(NTxδ) is spread into lower frequencies, in
which the value of ω(θ, θ0, f̃) is high, and as a result, the SIR
may be increases. We optimize ∆, by applying a grid search
to find the value of ∆ that maximizes the SIR expression in
(16) given a code (18) with a primal orthogonal code C̃. The
optimization neglects the signal to noise ratio reduction as a
function of ∆ because the SIR is more dominant.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We demonstrate the performance of the proposed code and
chirp timing design method presented in Section III for the fol-
lowing automotive radar parameters: carrier frequency 77GHz,
bandwidth of 1GHz, chirp time Tu = 100µs, detection interval
Td = 75msec, a code sequence length of M = 128, and a
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Fig. 2: Ambiguity function, J(), and the terms g() and ω()
as a function of f̃ for θ0 = θ. The code was 32 repetitions of
Hadamard code with 4 symbols.
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Fig. 3: The term g(θ, θ0, f̃ ,C) in the ambiguity function as a
function of f̃ for repetitive Hadamard code and different chirp
spacing increments.

MIMO array with 4 transmit antennas and 4 receive antenna
that span a virtual aperture of 16 elements spaced by half a
wavelength.

The proposed code was designed according to Section III.
The code had 32 repetitions of a primal short Hadamard
code with length four. The initial chirps transmission time
difference was δ = 100µs, and the spacing increased linearly
by ∆ = 0.1563µs, which maximized the SIR in (16). We also
tested three reference methods. The first reference method,
had the same code sequence as the proposed method but with
uniform chirp spacing of 100µs, i.e. ∆ = 0. The second
reference method, is a long Hadamard code with length 128
symbols, and uniform chirp spacing of 100µs (∆ = 0). The
third reference method, had the same code sequence as the
second method, but with linearly increasing chirp spacing of
∆ = 0.117µs, which maximized the SIR in (16).

Fig. 4, shows the ambiguity function along the Doppler
domain at θ = θ0, for the proposed method and all three
reference methods. It is observed from the figure that the pro-
posed repetitive short Hadamard code with linear increasing
chirp transmission time spacing (blue curve) attains lower side-
lobes than all reference method. Furthermore, linear increasing
chirps spacing has negligible side-lobes reduction for long
orthogonal code. It is the combination of repetitive short
orthogonal code and linearly increasing chirps spacing that
reduces the ambiguity function side-lobes significantly.

Fig. 5 shows the receiver operating characteristic (ROC)
performance of the proposed code and the three reference
codes, for the same parameters that were tested in Figs. 4.
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Fig. 5: ROC performance comparison between tested methods.

For the ROC simulation we tested two targets that were at the
same range in the middle of the detection interval. One target
was considered as a desired target, and the other target was an
interfering target that had 13 dB higher energy than the desired
target. The signal to noise ratio of the desired target was 15
dB when ∆ = 0, and it reduced according to signal duty cycle
reduction when ∆ > 0 (accounting for the power reduction).
The desired target was at θ0 = 0, f0 = 0, and the angle
and Doppler frequency of the interfering target was randomly
selected in each realization outside of the desired target main-
lobe region, thus its side-lobe were interfering the desired
target. The output of the match filter receiver (after range DFT,
Doppler DFT and beamforming) was compared to a detection
threshold. Per each detection threshold value in the ROC
calculation, a positive detection was counted when the energy
in the desired target angle and Doppler (θ0 = 0, f0 = 0) was
above the threshold. A false detection was counted when the
match filter output energy at some angle and Doppler outside
of the desired and interfering targets ambiguity function main-
lobe regions was above the threshold.

The results in Fig. 5 shows that the proposed coding
method achieves a significant performance advantage in term
of probability of detection compared to the other reference
methods. The area above the ROC curve of the proposed code
(one minus the ROC area under the curve (AUC)), is an order
of magnitude lower than the best reference method. This area
is the probability that a randomly selected measurement with
only noise and interference (without the desired target signal)
will have higher energy than a randomly selected measurement
of the desired signal with interference and noise. When this
event occurs the radar cannot distinguish between the desired
signal and the interference plus noise for any threshold.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces a method for designing a code and
chirp transmission times for FMCW CDMA MIMO automo-
tive radar that attains high detection performance in the case
of multiple targets that overlap in range during a detection
interval. We derived an analytical expression for the ambiguity
function of the radar that takes into account migration in
the range difference of the interfering targets during the
detection interval. The analytical expression provides insight
that the code and chirp transmission times need to attenuate
the ambiguity function side-lobes at Doppler frequencies that
are close to the main-lobe. We propose a code sequence that
meets this objective. The code is composed of repetitions of
short orthogonal code with linearly increments of the time
difference between chirps. The proposed code showed lower
ambiguity function side-lobes and significantly better detection
performance compared to reference codes.
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